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The Virginia Renewable Energy Alliance leverages
the diverse interests and market knowledge of our
members to find solutions that:
Identify and close the gaps to renewable energy
development through collaboration on target
initiatives;
Research and support best industry practices;
Serve as an authority and resource through
public education;
Generate policy analysis; and
Foster coordination and partnership through
networking opportunities
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2021 New VA-REA Members
We would like to thank and give a shout out to our new
members that have joined us since the start of 2021!

JUSTIN PORTER
RYAN GILCHRIST

JOHN BERNHARDT

TARA BOYD
KATE SALIMI

GENE HALL

KATHLEEN LORDAN

LISA CARTER

ROBERT CROCKETT

FRED CIRCLE

CALANDRA LAKE

BRAD NOWAK

SANDRA TOWNE
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Upcoming Events

OCTOBER 18TH - OCTOBER 19TH

GREATER RICHMOND CONVENTION CENTER

&
ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING
DATE & LOCATION TBD

Have an upcoming event that you want us to
share with VA-REA members? Please email
the details to blayne@va-rea.org
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Virginia Clean
Energy Summit
OCTOBER 18TH - OCTOBER 19TH, 2021
GREATER RICHMOND CONVENTION CENTER

Co-Hosted by:

Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy;
Virginia Advanced Energy Economy;
CHESSA;
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality;
Virginia Energy Efficiency Council;
This year's summit will feature a keynote address from The Honorable Ralph S. Northam,
Governor of Virginia. We plan to highlight a few other topics such as: land use, workforce
development, and even feature some regional perspectives. This two day event will have
four breakout sessions and two plenary sessions filled with content that will cater to
most voices in the renewable industry. You can find all details on the summit by
searching the hashtag #vacleanenergysummit

Want to sponsor the summit?
Scan the QR code below!

Steps you can take to make large gatherings safer (as told by the CDC):
1. Wear a mask
2. Social distance from people who are not in your household by at least six feet
3. Avoid crowded, poorly ventilated indoor spaces
4. Wash your hands
5. Get vaccinated
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Virginia Clean
Energy Summit
Thank you to our VA-REA member sponsors of the
2021 Virginia Clean Energy Summit!
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Member Spotlight
Carrie Hearne - Associate Director, Energy Equity Programs - DMME
Early this Fall a new cohort of the Virginia Natural Resources Leadership Institute will begin another
season of experiential learning across the Commonwealth. With curriculum focusing on a wide array
of topics ranging from dialogue and facilitation to collaborative design, negotiation, and public
listening, this environmental program aims to support leaders with the tools needed to approach
"wicked issues" across Virginia.
VA-REA Board member Carrie Hearne, Associate Director of Energy Equity Programs at the Virginia
state energy office, has been accepted into the VNRLI program. Hearne said, "I'm excited to meet
people from all walks of life to expand my Virginia network and learn how to use a variety of
collaborative approaches in building a more equitable, resilient and economically sustainable clean
energy landscape across the Commonwealth. I hope to bring some of these approaches back to the
VA-REA network as well!"
Alumni from the program range across dozens of Virginia organizations from the non-profit and
governmental sectors to private businesses large and small to academic institutions. Ms. Hearne will
be joined by Lawrence Corkey, Energy and Regulatory Program Manager from the Department of
Mines, Minerals and Energy (soon to be renamed the Virginia Department of Energy), among others
to be announced from other organizations.
The VNRLI mission is to develop leaders in the Commonwealth who can help groups involved in
contentious natural resources issues move beyond conflict toward consensus building and
collaborative problem solving. Program participants will attend six three-day sessions in different
locations around Virginia focusing on a variety of environmental issues.
The Natural Resources Leadership Institute (NRLI) concept was first initiated in North Carolina in
1995, which in turn has “seeded” programs in Kentucky, Florida, and here in Virginia. Alumni continue
to engage in the program after the cohort graduates by receiving leadership coaching and giving back
formally through "Think Tank" collaboratives to address emerging or pressing needs in Virginia.
Learn more about VNRLI and the program here: https://vnrli.ien.virginia.edu/
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Want to be featured in our next newsletter, or
know someone who should be? Please fill out this
quick form!
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